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1.0 Overview 
The report includes the Maple Street I-1 District Visioning Statement, Guiding Principles, Area and 
Community Planning Goals, and the Illustrative Master Plan.  These elements were assembled based on 
extensive public input and a shared community vision. It also serves as a foundation for zoning amendments 
for Maple Street I-1 District and neighborhood which will guide growth and development for coming 
decades.  

For the purpose of illustrating these concepts, the Illustrative Master Plan envisions a balanced and 
incremental approach to growth. The plan focuses on redevelopment and infill of underutilized properties 
combined with streetscape improvements and active open spaces.  The plan is designed to make Maple 
Street, Hobart Street, and North Putnam Street more attractive and easier to navigate on foot. This scenario 
brings a new building up to the edge of the street, and flips the parking to the rear.   

The illustrative master plan illustrates preferred development scenarios based on input from the community 
and how the Maple Street I-1 District could evolve over time, with a series of new buildings wrapping around 
the Maple Street, Hobart Street, Locust Street and North Putnam Street frontages. These new buildings 
would be supported by centralized and shared parking, and the potential for a parking deck or garage in the 
center of the block. Many of the existing buildings would remain, but the parking solution would allow 
attractive new buildings to line the street frontage, creating a lively pedestrian zone much like the older 
neighborhoods in and around downtown Danvers. 
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2.0 Vision, Guiding Principles, and Goals 
Vision Statement 
Based on input from Town officials and boards, stakeholders, and interested citizens, the following Vision 
Statement was prepared for the Maple Street I-1 District: 

Context-based and character-building design and development standards will lead to new 
investment in this largely obsolete industrially-zoned district near the downtown core in the 
form of moderate-density residential, commercial, civic, and mixed use development. Over 
time, the district will accommodate incremental growth, high quality and sustainable 
development including a healthy mix of uses, a broad range of housing choices, viable 
transportation alternatives to the personal automobile, and easy access to civic institutions 
and recreational attributes.  There will be multiple benefits of reinvestment including access to 
and support of local businesses in the downtown area, a vibrant and attractive gateway into 
Danvers on one of its main corridors, and municipal revenue generated by property 
reinvestment, improved real estate values, and financial incentives provided through the 
State’s Chapter 40R Smart Growth Program. 

 

Guiding Principles 
Revitalization and Infill Development: The plan 
should foster organic redevelopment over time, 
rather than “pulling everything up by the roots.” 
Starting with the streetscape, encourage 
functional and aesthetic improvements, while 
retaining existing uses. As the area evolves over 
time, provide the flexibility to adapt to changing 
market conditions, while creating a template for 
an attractive, pedestrian-friendly neighborhood.  

 

Improving the Public Streetscape: As 
redevelopment moves forward, both the public 
right-of-way and private lot areas facing the street 
should be designed to enhance the attractiveness 
and pedestrian comfort of the streetscape. 

Rationalizing Access, Circulation and Parking: Wherever possible, roads and driveways should be shared by 
multiple lots, providing efficient access to shared parking lots in the rear of buildings.  Parking lots should be 
designed as continuous units, crossing lot lines and connected with alleys to provide for interior circulation. 

 

This photograph (Pine Hills, MA) illustrates recommended 
design elements for the Maple Street I-1 District, and builds 
on many existing features of the Downtown Danvers Area: 
traditional building design; comfortable outdoor seating areas; 
decorative pavement; shade trees; and attractive lighting. 
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Complement Other Uses in the Downtown Area: Provide for redevelopment while making it easier for 
existing uses to remain and prosper. The Maple Street project area currently hosts many uses that don’t compete 
directly with downtown shops and restaurants. Provide for redevelopment while making it easier for existing uses 
to remain and prosper. 
 

Goals for the District 
 
New “placemaking” development standards for the Maple Street I-1 District should achieve the following 
community planning goals and development objectives:   
 

 Encourage sustainable development that is consistent with the Town Master Plan, Comprehensive 
Housing Plan, and area-specific action plans adopted by the Town of Danvers. 

 Provide incentives for landowners and businesses to reinvest in the Maple Street I-1 District, and respond 
to market opportunities for higher density mixed-use development in a largely obsolete industrially-
zoned district in an attractive and complimentary way with surrounding neighborhoods and the 
downtown core. 

 Establish an attractive and vibrant gateway to Downtown Danvers, and preserve and protect the 
historical settlement patterns and cultural heritage of the community. 

 Provide “lifecycle” housing choices for a range of households in all income, age, size, and family type in 
order to meet the goal of preserving community character and providing opportunities for all residents. 

 Expand downtown area living opportunities that benefit from and support downtown businesses and 
take advantage of civic attributes such as the Danvers Rail Trail (Border to Boston Trail).  

 Encourage flexibility and variety in future development while ensuring compatibility with existing uses in 
the district and surrounding neighborhood. 

 Retain existing goods and services and expand opportunities for small locally-owned businesses and 
other entrepreneurial activity that primarily but not exclusively serves local neighborhoods and the 
community. 

 Foster sustainable development, low impact design (LID), green infrastructure with appropriate standards 
for parking, energy, water, sewer, stormwater management, and protection of the Town’s public water 
supply.   

 Enable the Town to receive Zoning Incentive Payments and/or Density Bonus Payments in accordance 
with M.G.L. Chapter 40R, 760 CMR 59.06, and additional Chapter 70 aid in accordance with G.L. Chapter 
40S arising from the development of housing in the Maple Street I-1 District. 

 Establish development standards, design guidelines, and review procedures that ensure predictable, fair 
and cost-effective, efficient, and expeditious permitting process. 
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Concept plan of Maple Street I-1 District generated from the public scenario-building workshop. 
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3.0 The Peoples’ Vision 
 

Stakeholder Input 
 
As part of the public outreach effort, the Project Team conducted “office hours” at the Danvers Town Hall on 
September 6th and October 25th to talk with project area business and property owners, Town staff and 
officials, real estate agents, local land use attorneys and engineers familiar with the site plan review process, 
and other stakeholders interested in sharing their ideas about the Maple Street I-1 District.  Follow up phone 
calls and emails were made with stakeholders to further discuss issues and opportunities.  These interviews 
were very helpful in shaping the illustrative plan and recommendations for new zoning. 

 

Results of the Scenario-Building Workshop 
 
The Project Team conducted a public scenario-building workshop on October 25th and encourages Planning 
Board members, stakeholders, Town officials, civic organizations, and the general public to participant in a 
series of exercise to define the type, amount and look of future development preferred for the Maple Street I-1 
District.  Approximately 40 people participated in the workshop and provided their ideas at 3 rotating visioning 
stations as follows: 

Station 1 - Scenario-Building:  Scaled Styrofoam replicas of 
each building in the Project Area were made and placed on an 
aerial base map to create a 3-dimensional model.  Additional 
scaled building models of various shapes and sizes representing 
new residential, commercial and mixed use buildings were also 
made.  Each participant group work together to assemble a 
preferred combination of existing and new buildings by 
positioning them on base maps and considering site planning 
issues such as building placement, size, orientation, access, 
parking, and open space.  The results from each group were 
then photographed and used in preparing the illustrative master 
plan. 

As seen in the results of this exercise, each participant group 
created a building scenario that reflected traditional 
development patterns with the buildings place next near the 
sidewalk and oriented to pedestrians while parking was placed to 
the rear and interconnection.  Several existing buildings were 
saved while others were replaced with larger buildings.  
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Station 2 - Streetscapes, Open Spaces, and Connectivity:  Participants 
used base maps of the Project Area and the greater downtown area to 
identify potential streetscape enhancements, open space opportunities, and 
connectivity and relationships to downtown and the surrounding 
neighborhoods. The exercise helped identify “public realm" issues and 
improvements.  Several participants identified the need for sidewalk and 
streetscape improvements; allowing more outdoor dining, displays, and 
business signage in the downtown area; parking management and directional 
signage; gateway enhancements into downtown; and the need to address 
traffic congestion issues along Maple Street and at the intersection of 
Maple/Rt. 62 and Locust St./62. 

Station 3 - Visual Preference Survey: A series of images were assembled 
showing various building types (illustrating different scales, uses and design features) as well as streetscapes, 
open spaces, and other amenities that may be appropriate for the Maple Street I-1 Project Area.  Participants 
were given a series of dots and asked to rate each image in terms of their preference for inclusion in the 
project area: Green dots represented preferable for the district; Red dots were undesirable for the district; and 
yellow dots indicated the participant was unsure if the attribute was preferable for the district.   

“What do you want your downtown to look like?” It is a difficult question 
which can lead to some very vague or esoteric answers. Many people just 
don’t know how to put their feelings about village and neighborhood design 
into words. We often resort to listing examples; “You know, like downtown 
Saratoga Spring, New York or Woodstock, Vermont.” The trouble with 
answers like these is that not every community has the geographic or historic 
context that make communities like Saratoga Springs or Woodstock work the 
way they do.  

Sometimes it is best to give up on words and to toss aside the jargon of 
terms and phrases that can separate us from the physical world we are 
attempting to design around us. But people can see what we like, and what 
we don’t like, even if they can’t find a way to communicate it. The VPS allows 
participants to rank images according to their own tastes.  The images are 
then used are shown in the preferred types of changes people prefer in the 
project area over time.   

The Visual Preference Survey (VPS) was conducted to provide ideas for future development, public 
enhancements, land use regulations and design guidelines that would further define the community’s priorities 
and vision for the Maple Street I-1 District.  The results below indicate a public preference for moderate density, 
mixed use, attractive streetscapes, active open and gathering spaces, and traditional design. (The full results in 
included in Appendix 1).   
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SCENARIO-BUILDING WORKSHOP



SCENARIO-BUILDING WORKSHOP



Design Recommendations 
for Streetscapes 
Based on discussions at the public workshops, 
the images on this and following pages capture 
preferred approaches to design of streetscapes, 
buildings, parking and open space elements 
within the Maple Street I-1 District. 

 

 
Paving, fences, street trees, light posts, planters and 
other elements should be located to define sidewalks and 
separate them from outdoor seating areas. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Careful definitions of zones within the streetscape can 
provide for a mix of uses while preserving ease of 
movement. 

 

 
The streetscape should allow for efficient access and parking for vehicles 
where feasible, while providing wide, shaded sidewalks on both sides to 
enhance pedestrian access. Buildings should front on the sidewalk, with 
lively facades and plentiful windows facing the street. 

 

Curb extensions and landscaping at corners can reduce the length of cross 
walks and help to reduce the visual impact of on-street parking. 

 

 
Signage should cater to the pedestrian as 
well as passing vehicles. 

 

 
Attractive buildings or building elements 
should be located to act as landmarks 
within the neighborhood. 



 
 
 
 
 
 

Signage should cater to the pedestrian as 
well as passing vehicles. 

Just as important as the 

 
 
 
 

Design Recommendations for 
Public Open Spaces & Parking 
A variety of paving treatments is preferred over 
asphalt and concrete, with paving patterns that 
shape outdoor spaces and add visual interest. 
Parking lots should be designed as an extension 
of other pedestrian spaces. To the extent pos- 
sible, the design of parking for adjacent prop- 
erties should be consolidated within a master 
plan that treats the whole area as a single 
shared parking lot with shared entrances and 
interconnected interior circulation. Design of Public Spaces

 

particular design of the 
buildings is the character of 
the public spaces outside the 
buildings. These “outdoor 
rooms” should serve as an 
extension of the interior 
spaces, with a system of 
gathering spaces, outdoor 
cafes, parks, etc. connected 
by a continuous network of 
pedestrian routes. 

 

 
 

Designed to match the proportions of traditional 
downtown buildings, the Northampton, MA municipal 
garage blends in to its context and provides a comfortable 
sidewalk edge for pedestrians. 

Integration of tree plantings into parking lots, whether 
through the use of raised islands with curbs or flush 
pavers, must include careful attention to providing 
adequate soil, water and air circulation to allow the trees 
to achieve their mature growth. 

 
 

“Wrapped” with shallow retail spaces on the ground floor, 
this garage provides space for small businesses while 
enlivening the pedestrian experience. 



Design Recommendations for 
Buildings 
Architectural design should follow local tradi- 
tions, both in the form and massing of build- 
ings and in the use of traditional materials and 
details. 

 

 
Participants in the workshops favored wood or brick 
buildings designed on traditional principles. Taller 
buildings should be designed with articulated rooflines, 
dormers, step-backs and other elements that reduce the 
scale of the structure. 

 
 
 
 
 

A low first story, wrap around porch and tall roof  reduce 
the apparent height of a three-story structure. Grocery stores may increasingly be found on the   ground 

floor of mixed use buildings, as in this example from 
Illinois. Care must be taken to avoid creating blank walls 
facing the street, sidewalks or pedestrian spaces. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A mix of building sizes will maintain the architectural variety in the 
neighborhood and enhance opportunities for smaller business ventures. 

 

 
Coordinated building frontage types, façade treatments, 
outdoor amenity spaces, and signage with public realm 
attributes to enhance pedestrian environment. 

 

 
Larger building should be divided into a series of separate masses through 
the use of stepped walls, roofline changes, fenestration, and variation in 
color and materials. 

 
Integrated porches, terraces and other 
transitional spaces can create comfortable 
gathering spaces between the building and 
the street. 
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4.0 Illustrative Master Plan 
The Illustrative Master Plan drawings on the following pages show how the Maple Street I-1 District and 
neighborhood could evolve over the coming decades. The concept plans are not meant to serve as a guide 
to construction; in fact, the plan itself does not require any landowner to do anything with their property. 
Rather, the illustrative master plan illustrates a shared vision for the district that provides for existing uses 
while setting a framework for future redevelopment.  

 

 

While current parking requirements limit the potential for new construction, incremental redevelopment could be 
implemented by replacing some buildings with a new mixed-use structure closer to Maple Street, Hobart Street, and North 
Putnam Street. Improved sidewalks, street tree plantings, lighting and other streetscape improvements provide for an 
attractive and continuous pedestrian experience along the length of Hobart and Maple Streets. By sharing entrances and 
connecting parking lots across interior lot lines, unnecessary curb cuts can be replaced by landscaping and future buildings.



MAPLE ST PROJECT AREA ILLUSTRATIVE PLAN



MAPLE ST PROJECT AREA ILLUSTRATIVE PLAN/Transects

Hobart St

N. Putnam St

Maple St



MAPLE ST PROJECT AREA ILLUSTRATIVE PLAN

Mixed Use (Comm/Res)  on Maple with 
Townhouse residences behind.

Add Second Floor and Improve 
Streetscape on N. Putnam St.

Infill Mixed Use Building

Infill Residential Building –
Small Single Family, 
Townhouses, Live/Work and 
Medium Sized Apartments

Mixed Use (Comm/Res)  Infill 
and Redevelopment

Relocate Former Depot Near Rail Trail

Preserve Small Historic Homes for 
Residential and Office Uses

Streetscape Improvements on Hobart St.

Centralized and Shared Parking 
Area with LID strategies

Common Open Space for Civic Gathering and Events



MAPLE ST PROJECT AREA ILLUSTRATIVE PLAN

Reconfigure Intersection and 
Install Gateway Treatments

Streetscape Improvements 
on Maple Street

Infill Mixed Use Building at 
Corner of N. Putnam

Mixed Use (Comm/Res) Infill 
or Redevelopment

Infill Residential Buildings 
Near Rail Trail with Shared 
Parking Area

Preserve Historic Building and 
Allow Context Sensitive Infill 
for Residential and Office Uses

Reconfigure Gas Stations as 
“Gas Backwards” with 
Convenience Store in Front

Mixed Use (Comm/Res) Infill 
and Redevelopment with 
Structured Parking

Redesign parking lots and 
streetscape improvements 
for shared benefits.



Redevelopment of the Hobart, Maple, North Putnam Block



Mixed Use Redevelopment along Maple Street



Redevelopment and Infill South of Hobart Street
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5.0 Zoning Recommendations 
 
Based on the illustrative plan for future growth and change in the Maple Street Project Area, a series of 
recommended actions has been organized below. These recommendations are also based on input from Town 
staff, the Planning Board, local stakeholders (primarily property and business owners), civic organizations, 
residents near the project area, and interested citizens who participated in the public Walking Tour, Listening 
Session, and Scenario-Building Workshop.   

The illustrative plan breaks down into a series of public and private actions.  These include a detailed 
framework of potential changes to the zoning map, development standards, parking, active open spaces, and 
streetscape improvements necessary to create a vibrant mixed use district and pedestrian environment.  Other 
recommendations address zoning incentives for reinvestment in private properties.   Several recommended 
actions will also require a cooperative partnership between the Town and property owners to achieve the 
vision of the community for the Maple Street I-1 District. 
  

1.   Adopt the Maple Street I-1 Area Strategic Plan into the Danvers Master Plan.  
 
The Maple Street I-1 Project Area Strategic Plan should be adopted by the Town as an element of the Danvers 
Master Plan.  Adopting this Strategic Action Plan as part of the Master Plan will allow the Planning Board to 
refer to (and utilize) the recommendations of the plan as part of site plan reviews in the overlay district to 
guide applicants towards the desired outcomes.  Since the Master Plan is used as a guide for municipal 
investment and to enhance grant funding, adopting the Strategic Area Plan as part of the Master Plan can also 
enhance these efforts. 
 

2.   Prepare an Overlay Zoning Map for the Maple Street I-1 District. 
 
The new overlay zoning map should support the development and design principles of the new Maple Street 
Traditional Neighborhood Development Overlay District (or MSTND for short) by including the designated 
parcels in the Industrial-1 Project Area as well as key parcels in the adjacent “Area of Influence” as identified on 
the Existing Conditions, Challenges and Opportunities Map.  This should be supported by enhanced zoning 
standards to guide “placemaking” improvements in the new MSTND including pedestrian frontage zones as 
designated on key segments of Maple Street, Hobart Street, and Locust Street were ground floor spaces 
should be occupied by publicly-oriented and active commercial and civic uses that secure the best 
opportunities for these types of uses to succeed as well as creating a vibrant walking environment. 

The revised zoning standards should also focus on the follow development and design objectives: 

 Continue to support a broad range of commercial and mixed uses fronting on Maple Street, Hobart 
Street, and Locust Street with broad range of residential and small scale non-residential uses along 
North Putnam Street and Maple Avenue supported by improved building aesthetics and streetscapes.  
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 Concentrate larger mixed use buildings as well as large format retail and restaurants along Maple 
Street, Hobart Street and Locust Street which has greater visibility and serves as a transitional area 
between the neighborhoods to the north and downtown to the south. 

The zoning standards should also support an appropriate transition between the new MSTND overlay district 
and the adjacent Residential districts along the north side of North Putnam Street, Bell Street, Maple Avenue, 
south side of Locust Street, and east side of Maple Street north of Locust Street.  
 

3.   Install Streetscape and Network Connectivity Improvements. 
 
Streets in and around the Maple Street I-1 District must do a better job of balancing the needs of all forms of 
transportation including auto, service vehicle, bicycle and pedestrian to maximize safety, access, mobility and 
convenience for all residents, employees and customers.  These thoroughfares are the only public spaces 
currently in the area, and should be reconfigured to serve as an attractive framework for commercial and 
mixed use development in the new MSTND zone. How existing and future streets relate to adjacent properties 
will play a critical role in determining the quality of new development in the future. 

The MSTND Illustrative Plan and transects demonstrate conceptual reconfigurations for Maple Street, Hobart 
Street, Locust Street, and North Putnam Street with an appropriate combination of vehicular travel lanes, on-
street parking lanes, sidewalks, tree planting areas, curb extensions at intersections, and pedestrian crosswalks. 

 

 

Key street design characteristics for the study area include the following: 
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Balanced Modes of Transportation: The reconfiguration of Maple Street, Hobart Street, Locust Street and 
North Putnam Street are designed to improve walkability and pedestrian comfort, while balancing the need for 
efficient vehicle access and circulation. 

Curbing: Minimized curb radii and curb extensions at intersections are effective techniques to calm traffic and 
provide a safer environment for pedestrians. 

Pedestrian Crossings: Crosswalks should be installed in key intersection and mid-block locations where 
informal pedestrian routes already exist on Maple Street and Hobart.  At the intersection of 
Maple/Hobart/Locust Streets curbing should be extended and sidewalks straightened to provide the minimum 
crossing distance for pedestrians.  Crosswalks should also be consistent in design treatments in terms of 
patterns, colors, materials, and signage. 

Travel Lanes: Vehicular travel lane widths on Maple Street, Hobart Street, and Locust Street should be 11 to 12 
feet to calm traffic and provide more space in the public right-of-way for street trees, and pedestrian and 
bicycle amenities.  Travel lanes on North Putnam Street, Maple Avenue, Hobart Court and Putnam Court 
should be 10 to 11 feet with on-street parking and street trees provided in the right of way where possible.  
Traffic circulation should remain two-way for all public and private streets serving the Maple Street I-1 District. 

Parking Lanes: On-street parking configurations should be planned for all streets.  Parallel parking should be 
the standard within the ROW and possibly angled where public/private agreements can be reached for “street 
side” parking (see below).  Parallel parking spaces should be a minimum of 7½ x 18’ to a maximum of 8 x 22’ 
(property owner cooperation may be needed).  Parklets should be allowed in strategic locations and associated 
with specific uses (such as restaurants) and expand business opportunities and activate the public realm (see 
below). 

Access: To enhance the pedestrian environment and maximize the amount of on-street parking, which serves 
all businesses in the area, common driveways and internal access between adjoining lots should be allowed 
and highly encouraged.  Curb cuts should be narrow (a maximum of 22 feet) and turning radius at corners 
should be narrow (between 15-25 degrees) to slow vehicles as they make turns. 

Sidewalks: Sidewalks should be a minimum of five (5) feet wide on Maple Street (extending north to Maple 
Avenue) and Hobart Street (extending west to North Putnam Road).  They should be concrete with raised 
granite curbing to provide separation between pedestrians and vehicles. They should include tree pits and 
brick inlays or other accent materials where sufficient width exists. Curb extensions should be installed at 
intersections where feasible to short the crossing distance for pedestrians, slow down turning vehicles, and 
provide opportunities for streetscape enhancements and activation on this wider spaces. Sidewalks should be 
extended into the front setback area of buildings to allow for dining terraces and plazas that further activate 
the public realm (see below). 

Bike and Bus Facilities: Bicycle lanes or sharrows should be installed on Maple Street, Hobart Street and 
Locust Street where appropriate to connect the MSTND zone area and surrounding neighbors to nearby 
destinations such as downtown and the Rail Trail.  

Street Trees: Public and private street frontages should contain a variety of street trees.  Within the right-of-
way (public frontage) street trees should be generally located in a tree pit within the sidewalk placed at the 
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back of the curb.  Deciduous, salt tolerant trees should be used and canopies should be pruned so that 
building signage and ground floor windows are visible from the street and sidewalk. Street trees within the 
right-of-way should be 40 to 60 feet on center.  Where necessary, spacing should accommodate curb cuts, 
cross walks, fire hydrants and other infrastructure elements.  Where possible, native species should be planted, 
and under no circumstances should any invasive species be planted.  

Street Lights and Fencing: Pedestrian level, ornamental street lights should be installed on both sides of 
district streets.  They should be 9-16 feet in height and aligned with the street trees at intervals of not more 
than 80 feet. Where necessary to screen parking or service areas, attractive and high quality opaque or semi-
opaque fencing should be placed along the street line frontage. 

Active Street Space: Streetscape standards should be adopted for the “Street Space” in the new MSTND 
Zone, which is the area between the front façade of the primary building and the back of the curb.  This 
includes street space within the public right-of-way, or “public frontage” as well as the “private frontage” within 
the adjacent building lot.  This space should be dedicated to improving the pedestrian environment through 
various combinations of landscaping, hardscaping (i.e. seating terraces), street furniture and displays.  Street 
furnishings should not obstruct the clear walkway, and should be simple, functional, and durable. 

 

 

 

Development standards should facilitate public private partnerships and public realm or publicly oriented and 
accessible open spaces including rooftop spaces, parklets, POPS, etc. 
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Parking Spaces: Given the limited amount of street space in the MSTND Project Area, some on-street parking 
spaces might be utilized as small open spaces, or “parklets.”  Adjacent property owners could lease these 
spaces from the Town and provide decking, bollards and furnishing to separate the space from traffic and to 
create outdoor gathering and/or dining areas.  A limited number of parking spaces could also be utilized for 
“bump-outs” and curb extensions, and complimented with public art, landscaping, street furniture, food carts 
and food trucks. 

 

   

Parklet Examples 
 

Improve Network Connectivity: New vehicle and pedestrian connections within the MSTND zone and to 
surrounding areas should be considered to improve connectivity, access and distribution of traffic.  Some 
recommended improvements for consideration include the following: 

 New access street or alley between Hobart Street and North Putnam Street and centrally located and 
shared parking areas in the interior portion of the block. 

 Interior pedestrian connections between Maple Street, Hobart Street, and North Putnam, Street. 

 Sidewalk extension on Locust Street, Maple Street and Maple Avenue.  

 Pedestrian and bicycle connections between Locust Street and the Rail Trail. 

 

4.   Adopt New Zoning Regulations for the MSTND Zone 
 
Zoning regulations in the new MSTND should prescribe clear development standards for new buildings and 
other features based on future planning and community development objectives, appropriate physical form and 
uses, and preferred design characteristics.  New development projects would address building form and 
placement, parking and access, landscaping and streetscape, open spaces and activity areas, access, 
connectivity, and internal circulation consistent with the overall vision and described further below.   

 

PERMITTED USE AND PERFORMANCE STANDARDS 
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Potential Frontage Zones provide for a precise calibration of uses in each area of the district. While maintaining 
common design standards throughout the district, establishment of frontage zones could allow the town to encourage 
active ground floor uses in new buildings close to Maple and Hobart Street, while also supporting existing office and 
service uses elsewhere in the district. 

 

Allowed Uses: The current Use Table for I-1 District (Section 6 of the Zoning Bylaws) should continue to allow 
industrial uses. A broader range of “by right” uses should be allowed under the new MSTND to encourage 
mixed uses with moderate-density residential. Where potential conflicts between uses may occur (such as 
between new residential and existing industrial uses) they should be specially addressed through performance 
standards.  Auxiliary uses such as farmers markets, food carts and trucks, and vendor courts should also be 
allowed in the new MSTND Zone. 

Uses by Frontage Zones: Frontage Zones include the contiguous land area along an existing or new street 
from the edge of the public right-of-way (the Street Line) to a prescribed Build-To-Zone. Within the Frontage 
Zones specific pedestrian oriented uses are permitted on the ground floor. Other uses are permitted but only 
above the ground floor or behind the Build-To-Zone. Street entrances may be allowed to all permitted uses for 
access to both ground floor and upper floor uses.   

 

Active Ground Floor Uses: Frontage Zones may require Active Ground 
Floor Uses which include retail, restaurants/bars (primarily sit-down), 
personal services, theaters, museums, libraries, and other uses that 
encourage public access. The purpose of this requirement is to ensure 
existing or fledgling clusters of retail and/or restaurant uses are not 
interrupted and diminished by less active ground floor uses such as 
residential or back office space.  These uses activate the pedestrian 
environment and allow for clustering of complimentary uses in the most 
visible locations increasing their rate of success. 
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BUILDING FORM, PLACEMENT AND DESIGN STANDARDS 

The primary intent of Building Form Standards in the new MSTND Zone should be to shape the physical and 
functional character of the area through building placement, form and design.  The Building Form Standards 
provide the minimum level of control necessary to meet this goal while providing a range of opportunities 
appropriate to the desired character of the new MSTND Zone.  The Building Form Standards establish basic 
design parameters including the building envelope and certain permitted or required elements such as size, 
massing, articulation, height, fenestration, and pedestrian-oriented encroachments and elements (i.e. porches, 
balconies, terraces, awnings, signs, displays, etc.).   

Building Envelope: The Building Envelope prescribes the specific set of dimensional standards that apply to all 
properties.  Building Envelope Standards typically consist of build-to-zones, setbacks, frontage, lot size, 
coverage or floor area ratio, building placement and orientation, and height.  In the MSTND Zone, the 
minimum lot size and frontage requirements could be further reduced (i.e. from 5,000 SF/50’ frontage to 4,000 
SF/40’ frontage).  This is because the size of the lot is realistically determined based on standards directly 
related to use, size of the building, setback, landscaping, and parking. Additionally, having a larger minimum 
lot size requirement may arbitrarily and unintentionally deter small start-up businesses and services desired in 
the area. 

Build-To-Zone (BTZ): The BTZ is the area along the frontage representing the minimum and maximum 
setback from the Street Line (edge of the public right-of-way) in which the façade of the primary building must 
be located.  The BTZ is generally determined by the type of building.  For example, in the new MSTND Zone: 

 Commercial buildings would typically have no setback and be located at grade with the sidewalk. 

 Residential buildings would typically have a small setback and be slightly elevated above grade. 

 Civic buildings would typically be setback further and elevated above grade. 

With all building types, the BTZ would generally ensure that 
the buildings would be placed closer to the street line to 
create a relationship with the street and an attractive 
pedestrian environment.  Parking would not be allowed 
between the building and the Street Line except under 
special circumstances. The BTZ also provides flexibility for 
Active Space amenities between the front façade and street 
line such as outdoor terraces and forecourts that contribute 
to the pedestrian environment.  These types of site 
development standards provide for a degree of variation 
from adjacent buildings while maintaining consistency in 
overall character and street enclosure.  Other building 
elements such as stoops, eaves, bay windows, awnings, 
blade signs, and similar elements may encroach beyond the 
Build-To Zone, while porches typically may not. 

 
     

 
Build-To-Zone and Building Placement 

 The build-to-zone (BTZ) is defined by the specified 
building placement and pedestrian orientation 
standards, with a focus on defining the maximum 
setback, rather than just the minimum setback that 
is usually required. Build-to Zone Occupancy 
designates the minimum percentage of the frontage 
that has to be occupied by the building. 
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Build-To-Zone Occupancy:   This is the percentage of 
the Build-To Zone that is occupied by the principal 
building’s primary façade.  The purpose of BTZ 
Occupancy is to ensure that the street enclosure is 
generally maintained along a large percentage of 
fronting lots.  Active spaces such as dining terraces may 
count towards this requirement, depending on the 
location.  Building facades and uses that are more 
pedestrian-oriented (i.e. shops and restaurants) will 
typically have higher occupancy requirements than 
residential or auto-oriented buildings and uses. 

Façade Activation: In addition to the placement and 
orientation of primary building close to the sidewalk, 
the building facades in the MSTND should actively 
engage the pedestrian, bicyclist, and driver.  Blank walls 
should be avoided and long buildings should be 
articulated to break up the mass.  Windows and doorways should be large with clear openings and attractively 
decorated.  Other façade elements that contribute to a vibrant pedestrian environment include attractive 
awnings, signs, lighting, terraces, balconies, displays, and street furniture. 

 
 

Façade Activation Examples 
 

Building Size: A maximum building floor-plate (footprint), gross square footage, and maximum number of 
dwelling units per building should be considered for the new MSTND so that new buildings are at an 
appropriate scale for the context and development patterns in the overlay district.  This may also be achieved 
with a Floor Area Ratio standard for certain types of buildings. 

Building Height: Currently, maximum height in the Industrial-1 Zone is 55 feet/5 stories.  It is recommended 
that maximum height remain the same in new MSTND with certain performance standards (See “Stepbacks” 
below).  Additionally, there should be a minimum height requirement for the front façade elevation such as 14 
feet.  The purpose of the minimum height requirement is to ensure that street enclosure and active 

The build-to-zone (BTZ) is defined by the specified 
building placement and pedestrian orientation 
standards, with a focus on defining the maximum 
setback, rather than just the minimum setback that is 
usually required. Build-to Zone Occupancy (red line) 
designates the minimum percentage of the frontage 
that has to be occupied by the building. 
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streetscapes are maintained at ground level.  Single story buildings can be enhanced with large storefront 
windows, transoms, parapets and decorative elements such as cornices, pediments, brackets, and balusters.   

 
 

Street Width to Building Height Ratio (Street Enclosure) Examples 

 

Bulk Planes and Building Stepbacks: To address compatibility 
with neighboring buildings and the street, buildings should not 
extend into a 45-degree angular plane projecting over the 
subject property measured from a height of 40 feet at the side 
interior or rear setback line.  Taller buildings may also be 
required to have a stepback from the street line to avoid 
shadowing and a canyon effect over the corridor.  
Consideration of the total street enclosure creating should also 
be considered in the new development standards for the 
MSTND.  This is determined by measuring to the distance 
between buildings on opposite sides of the street in relationship 
to their heights.  This is the Building Separation to Height Ratio. 
In a traditional neighborhood development district, such as the 
Maple Street I-1 Project Area, a ratio of 0.5 to 1.0 would provide 
appropriate amount of street enclosure and an attractive 
pedestrian environment without creating a “canyon effect” with high levels of shading on the sidewalk. 

 

FLEXIBLE PARKING AND LOADING STANDARDS 

Where on-site parking in needed in the MSTND, the intent of parking and loading standards should be to 
provide an adequate number of spaces, shared facilities, and access to parking areas while avoiding vast 
surface lots and curb cuts that create low-interest areas and conflict points for pedestrians.  Excessive and 
consistently underutilized parking also creates a wasted economic and community development opportunity. 
Where applicable, the requirements should promote a “park once” environment through on-street and shared 
off-street parking as an alternative to inefficient single-purpose reserved parking.  The standards should also 
aim to limit the environmental and aesthetic impacts of large surface parking lots.   

The objectives for off-street parking in the new MSTND should include the following: 

The Bulk Plane Diagram illustrates a stepback 
of the upper floors of a building from the front 
facade at certain height to avoid a canyon 
effect on the street and sidewalk. 
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 Promote a “park once” environment that enables people to conveniently park and access a variety of 
commercial enterprises in pedestrian friendly environments. 

 Allow and encourage shared parking, reduce fragmented, uncoordinated, inefficient, and single 
purpose parking. 

 Avoid adverse parking impacts on neighborhoods adjacent to the MSTND. 

 Maximize the utilization of on-street parking. 

 Provide incentives for increasing public parking in lieu of private on-site parking. 

 Reduce stormwater run-off and water pollution through low impact design (LID) and light imprint 
development techniques such as pervious paving, natural infiltration systems, shade trees and 
landscaping. 

As an alternative to the current parking standards under Section 4.10.1 of the Danvers Zoning Bylaws, a 
“Parking Toolbox” would provide relief from these high requirements and the resulting excessive parking 
through a variety of flexible techniques such as the following: 

Maximum Parking: In addition to minimum parking requirements, the Town should consider setting the 
current parking requirements as the maximum standard to prevent excessive and unnecessary parking from 
being created in the new MSTND.  

Shared Parking and Mixed Use: Allow for a combination of uses with shared parking facilities and an 
agreement between owners.  The criteria for determining shared parking should consider proximity between 
uses and properties; documented offsets between peak demand; uses having a high rate of parking turnover; 
or evidence of similar uses and location situations operating successfully with lower amounts of parking.  New 
Institute of Traffic Engineers (ITE) and Urban Land Institute (ULI) shared parking manuals parking provide 
excellent resources for determining the amount of parking that can be reduced on a site by site basis. 

Satellite Parking: Required parking spaces should be permitted at off-site locations under the following 
provisions: 

 Off-site parking spaces for customers should be located within 500 feet from the primary entrance of 
the building along the shortest available pedestrian route. 

 Off-site parking spaces for employees should be located within 700 feet from an employee entrance 
along the shortest available pedestrian route. 

Proximity to Public Parking: Many communities allow for a reduction in on-site parking when there is a public 
parking facility with sufficient capacity within a reasonable walking distance.  Many communities also 
distinguish between long-term parkers (such as employees) and short-term parking (i.e. customers) in terms of 
distances willing to walk to their destination.  By example, municipalities have allowed on-site parking 
exemptions for employees where public parking is available within 1,000 feet, and 500 feet for customer 
parking.    
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Public Parking Reserve: In lieu of providing the total off-street parking required, the Town may consider 
accepting a permanent easement on the property for the purposes of constructing public parking for all or a 
portion of required spaces.  

Adequate Pedestrian Access and Facilities: Consider parking reductions where it can be demonstrated that 
sufficient residential and/or commercial density coupled with adequate infrastructure to support pedestrian 
and bicycle travel exists, and which can support pedestrian and bicycle access as a primary means of travel as a 
viable alternative to access by a personal vehicle.  For example, residential and mixed use buildings that are 
within close proximity to bus stops/shelters (250 feet for example), and adjacent to multi-purpose pathways or 
bike lanes which connect to shopping and employment centers should be given consideration.  

Structured Parking: Structured parking, including below and above ground, should be allowed and 
encouraged in the MSTND where appropriate.  Design standards should require structured parking to be 
internal to the block, and behind and attached to the building were possible.  Where structured is placed along 
the street line it should be well landscaped to visual impact from the street and sidewalk.  Liner commercial 
uses at the ground floor should also be allowed and encouraged at the ground floors.  Structured parking 
should have multiple openings, provide reasonable floor heights, and be well lite to provide a sense of security. 

Special Parking Types and Standards: In addition to handicapped parking requirements, the Town should 
encourage the availability of special parking types in the MSTND.  For example, alternative fuel vehicles should 
be encouraged (particularly in parking structures).  Finally, car sharing services (such as Uber, Zip Car or 
Enterprise) should be encouraged to provide parking 
spaces in the new MSTND. 

Valet and Tandem Parking:  Valet and tandem 
parking provide an opportunity to maximize the 
efficient uses of land and possibly reduce the 
number of required parking spaces on site.  Valet 
parking (where vehicles are parked and retrieved by 
an attendant) could be considered in the new 
MSTND Zone as an alternative to requiring on-site 
parking for certain uses such as restaurants and civic 
gathering venues. Valet parking also allows for cars 
to be  “stacked,” allowing many more cars to be 
stored in a given area.  Tandem parking - managed 
by occupants of a shared dwelling unit - allows for a 
similar reduction in space, with one car to be parked 
directly in front of another.  
 

On-Street Public Parking Reduction Credit: Off-street parking requirements should be reduced by the 
number of on-street public parking spaces directly in front of a given property. 

Bicycle Parking: Sufficient and conveniently accessible bicycle parking for residential, commercial and mixed 
uses should be provided throughout the new MSTND.  

Tandem parking, where two spaces assigned to a single 
dwelling unit or office are placed one behind the other, can  
double  the  number  of  parking  spaces  accessed  by each 
aisle, reducing pavement by a third. Stacked parking carries 
the idea further, but requires full-time management. 
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Parking Requirement Exemptions: Maximum parking limits should be waived for structured parking where 
spaces provided within the footprint of a structure containing one or more other uses, including rooftop, at-
grade, or below-grade spaces, provided that additional spaces are made available for lease to other property 
owners within the new MSTND in meeting their parking requirements.  Additional parking requirements should 
not be applicable to outdoor dining or similar auxiliary uses on site. 

Drive-Through Facilities: Drive-through facilities should not be allowed in the new MSTND except for unique 
circumstances and should always be located to the rear of the property without a separate driveway. 

On-Site Parking Placement Standards: Off-street parking should be located to the rear of the primary 
building or a minimum of 5 feet behind the front wall elevation of the building nearest to the Street Line.  A 
landscape buffer should be provided to screen parking areas from the street.     

Parking in Front Yard Area/Non-Residential and Mixed Use:  Only under special circumstances should the 
Town consider allowing parking in front of the building such as the following: 

 Targeted Rehabilitation Site - A project involving the renovation of an existing building and site where 
parking currently exists in front of the building. 

 Street Side Parking - Parallel or angled parking provided on a privately-owned lot directly adjacent to 
the public street right-of-way in combination with a tree planting strip and sidewalk connecting to 
abutting lots and to the primary building on-site.  This would require a cooperative effort between the 
Town and private property owners but is relevant on Maple Street, Hobart Street, North Putnam 
Street, and Locust Street given the narrow right-of-ways. 

 

  

Parking Placement Examples 

 

LANDSCAPING, SCREENING AND LIGHTING STANDARDS 

The intent of these provisions should be to enhance the pedestrian environment and provide buffers where 
necessary in the new MSTND with appropriate landscaping and lighting design.   

Private Frontage: Landscaping should include a mix of trees and other plants and should be properly 
maintained.  Where the building is setback from the street line, Active Space with pedestrian amenities and 
deciduous canopy trees should constitute the primary landscaping elements and should be placed so as to 
maintain relatively clear views of the ground floor elements including doorways, windows and signs. Hedges or 
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shrubs planted along the front or side street yard property line should not exceed 4 feet in height except when 
abutting a neighboring area where increased screening is desired. 

Parking Lots: Landscaping in parking lots should primarily include shade trees and should be installed at or 
below the level of the parking surface to allow for capture of stormwater runoff.  Plantings should not obscure 
site entrance and exit drives, or street intersections. Pervious or semi-pervious parking area surfacing materials, 
such as pervious asphalt, grass, “grass-crete”, or ring and grid systems, are encouraged where conditions allow 
for adequate infiltration. 

Transitional Buffer: Landscaping and screening should be provided as a transitional buffer along perimeter lot 
lines between the new MSTND and abutting residential zones. 

 

5.   Create Design Standards and Guidelines for the MSTND 
 
Coordinating all the elements of the building envelope, open space, parking, and streetscape standards is 
critical to establishing a traditional pedestrian-oriented development pattern in the new MSTND.   
 
SITE DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS 

Some general site development standards recommended for the Overlay Zone include the following: 

 
 The primary building entry should be placed at the front of the building (facing the street line) and be 

clearly identifiable from the street.  

 Parking should be placed at the side or rear of the lot. Where possible, break the parking areas up into 
groups of no more than 20 spaces per area separated by landscaping areas.  

 Place as much of the building width at the front of the lot as possible to maximize front façade 
exposure to the traveling public. The front facade should be kept parallel to the street. 

 To reinforce the “street-edge”, align with adjacent buildings which are also close to the street line.  
Landscaping can also be used to reinforce this line.  

 Link adjacent parking lots or provide shared parking areas which can serve neighboring buildings 
simultaneously and efficiently.  

 Provide sidewalks for the full width of the property with a direct link to the primary building entry.  

 Loading docks, service areas and trash facilities should be located at the rear of the building and not 
be visible from the street. Fences, walls or landscaping should be used to screen them from view.  

 Existing, older trees should be incorporated into new site plan development whenever possible. 

 Curb-cuts should be limited to a single driveway in and out of the property. Curb cuts should only be 
as wide as necessary to accommodate needed lanes. Curb radiuses should be kept to a minimum to 
minimize interruption in the sidewalk. Any raised curbing used at site access point should allow for 
sufficient stormwater infiltration.  
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 Landscaped islands and other green space should be used to break up impervious surfaces and shade 
parking plots. 

 Provide a continuous landscape screen on property boundaries that abut residential zones. 

 Using the area in front of the building for outdoor activity, seating and display is highly encouraged. 

 Provide supplemental street trees where appropriate to shade the sidewalk or outdoor terraces while 
providing filtered views of the front façade by traveling motorists. 

 
BUILDING ELEMENTS AND PROJECTIONS  

Individual building elements, projections and architectural details are encouraged that add aesthetic appeal 
and engage the pedestrian.  Some examples include: 

 
 Porch 
 Stoop 
 Terrace 
 Forecourt 
 Gallery 
 Arcade 
 Balcony 
 Bay Window 
 Awning/Canopy 

 

OPEN AND CIVIC SPACE STANDARDS 

It is recommended that a broad range of active public and private open spaces and civic gathering areas be 
provided in the new MSTND that, over time, will amount to reasonable amount (such as 5%) of the total land 
area. The overall goal is for all property within the Maple Street Project Area to be within a 5-minute walk 
(about ¼ mile) of an active or passive open space.    

Property owners should reserve a small portion of their site for open space.  For properties in residential use, 
private yards and gardens, forecourts, and courtyards are appropriate. For commercial and mixed use sites, 
additional civic gathering and active recreation types of open space could be created (such as identified 
below). Two or more adjoining property owners within the new MSTND are encouraged to create joint open 
spaces that benefit a larger group of people.  These spaces can be small, integrated into the site or buildings, 
and serve dual purposes.  Some appropriate examples for the district may include the following: 

 Plazas and Squares 

 Courtyards and Forecourts 

 Yards and English Gardens (i.e. residential) 

 Pocket Parks and Playgrounds 
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 Rooftop Gardens and Terraces 

 Farmers Markets, Amphitheater, Outdoor Seating and Dining Terraces  

 Infiltration Park and Parking Courts (permeable, multipurpose spaces) 

 

 
 

Private and Publicly Oriented Private Space Examples 

 

STREET DESIGN STANDARDS 

The primary intent of the street design standards in the new MSTND should be to create attractive, engaging 
and pedestrian oriented streetscapes and open spaces; build strong and supportive relationships between 
streets and adjoining buildings and businesses; and to balance the needs and accessibility of vehicles, bicycles, 
and pedestrians. Thoroughfare design standards should be provided for primary streets, secondary streets, 
alleys, and pedestrian passages that may be added to the MSTND over time.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Street trees have measurable benefits in cooling city streets and providing a more 
comfortable pedestrian environment. Aesthetically, even a simple planting of street 
trees, such as these honey locusts, can work wonders in softening the hard lines of 
buildings and catching the changing light over the course of the day. 
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SUSTAINABLE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT PERFORMANCE STANDARDS 

Sustainable Design and Low Impact Development (LID) techniques are highly encouraged in the MSTND Zone 
to achieve low net energy consumption, reduce stormwater runoff and improve water quality, reduce vehicle 
miles traveled, reduce light pollution, and support healthy growth of street trees. Pervious surface materials (i.e. 
turf, groundcover, gravel, soil, or mulch) should be used for common open spaces and landscaped areas.  
Pervious paving materials allowing oxygen for tree roots and absorb stormwater run-off are also encouraged in 
all common open spaces.   

Stormwater Management: Stormwater best management practices should be employed to achieve pre-
development hydrology through site design, site development, building design and landscape design 
techniques that infiltrate, filter, store, evaporate and detain stormwater close to its source. 

Canopy and Shade Trees: The broad use of street and parking lot canopy trees in the MSTND is a simple and 
attractive solution improving the pedestrian environment and reducing heating and cooling needs for 
buildings and sites. 

Sustainable Landscaping and Open Space: Natural landscaping with non-invasive plants native to local 
climate and soil conditions should be installed in open spaces. The Town should think of open spaces as part of 
the stormwater system. For example, an Infiltration Park is a form of bio-retention allowing rainwater to be 
temporarily captured and stored for a short time, cleaning storm water runoff before infiltration. Surrounding 
areas can be graded so that the rainwater flows towards the parks.  

Building Applications: Buildings in the MSTNDB should strive to achieve a zero net energy goal of 100% 
through best practices in design and construction practices such as governed by the Energy Star Program the 
U.S. Green Building Council LEED Rating System.  Some sustainable building design techniques include the 
following: 

 Solar orientation and utilization (thermal and solar photovoltaic). 

 Natural cooling (glazing, shading of glazed surfaces, and operable windows). 

 Daylighting (using natural light as the primary source of general illumination). 

 Heat reflective roofs and pavement. 

 Green walls and green blocks. 

 Open and simple floor plans (i.e. square and cubes). 

 Increased insulation (i.e. R-26 and triple-glazed windows). 

 Groundsource heat exchange (closed system geothermal energy). 

 Energy Star rated appliances. 

 Dual-flush and waterless toilets. 

 Greywater systems. 

 EcoStar Program (shared recycling streams between businesses). 
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6.   Adopt the Chapter 40R Smart Growth Provisions into the New MSTND Bylaw 
 

Key Components: In 2004, the State Legislature approved a new zoning tool for communities in recognition 
that escalating housing prices, now beyond the reach of increasing numbers of state residents, are causing 
graduates from area institutions of higher learning to relocate to other areas of the country in search of greater 
affordability. The statute defines 40R as “a principle of land development that emphasizes mixing land uses, 
increases the availability of affordable housing by creating a range of housing opportunities in neighborhoods, 
takes advantage of compact design, fosters distinctive and attractive communities, preserves opens space, 
farmland, natural beauty and critical environmental areas, strengthens existing communities, provides a variety 
of transportation choices, makes development decisions predictable, fair and cost effective and encourages 
community and stakeholder collaboration in development decisions.”    

The key components of 40R include: 

 Allows local option to adopt Overlay Districts near transit, areas of concentrated development, 
commercial districts, rural village districts, and other suitable locations; 

 Allows “as-of-right” residential development of minimum allowable densities; 

 Provides that 20% of the units be affordable; 

 Promotes mixed-use and infill development; 

 Provides two types of payments to municipalities; and 

 Encourages open space and protects historic districts. 

 

 

Driven by new stormwater standards established by USEPA, cities throughout the country 
are using creative ways to store and infiltrate rain water close to the source. With careful 
design, such areas can also serve to enhance the beauty and functionality of parking lots and 
pedestrian spaces. 
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Incentive and Bonus Payments: The incentives prescribed in Chapter 40R include an incentive payment upon 
the passage of the Overlay District based on the number of projected housing units as follows: 

 

Incentive Payment Schedule 
Dwelling Units Payments 
Up to 20 $10,000 

21-100 $75,000 

101-200 $200,000 

210-500 $350,000 

501 or more $600,000 

 

There are also density bonus payments of $3,000 for each residential unit issued a building permit.  
 

Minimum Density Requirements: To be eligible for these incentives, the Overlay Districts needs to allow 
mixed-use development and densities of 20 units per acre for apartment buildings, 12 units per acre for two 
and three-family homes, and at least eight units per acre for single-family homes. The Zoning Districts would 
also encourage housing development on vacant infill lots and in underutilized nonresidential buildings.  
 
DHCD emphasizes that Planning Boards, which would prepare the Zoning District bylaw for Town Meeting 
approval (or City Council enactment), would be able to ensure that what is built in the 40R District is 
“compatible with and reflects the character of the immediate neighborhood.” 
 

40R Benefits: The principal benefits of 40R include: 

 Expands a community’s planning efforts; 

 Allows communities to address housing needs; 

 Allows communities to direct growth; 

 Can help communities meet planned production goals and 10% threshold under Chapter 40B; 

 Can help identify preferred locations for higher density housing and mixed use development; and 

 State incentive payments. 
 

Preparing a 40R District: The formal steps involved in creating Overlay Districts are as follows: 

 The Town holds a public hearing as to whether to adopt an Overlay District per the requirements of 
40R; 

 The Town applies to DHCD prior to adopting the new zoning; 

 DHCD reviews the application and issues a Letter of Eligibility if the new zoning satisfies the 
requirements of 40R; 
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 The Town adopts the new zoning through a two-thirds vote of Town Meeting subject to any 
modifications required by DHCD; 

 The Town submits evidence of approval to DHCD upon the adoption of the new zoning; and 

 DHCD issues a letter of approval, which indicates the number of incentive units and the amount of 
payment. 

 

Other Relevant Provisions: The state recently enacted Chapter 40S under the Massachusetts General Law that 
provides additional benefits through insurance to towns that build affordable housing under 40R that they 
would not be saddled with the extra school costs caused by school-aged children who might move into this 
new housing.  This funding was initially included as part of 40R but was eliminated during the final stages  of 
approval. In effect, 40S is a complimentary insurance plan for communities concerned about the impacts of a 
possible net increase in school costs due to new housing development. 
 
Other recent changes to Chapter 40R include provisions for Compact Neighborhoods and Starter Homes.  
While no communities have utilized these provisions to date, they might have benefit to Danvers.  Like 
Compact Neighborhoods, the Starter Home amendment to 40R is intended to encourage municipalities to 
adopt zoning in certain eligible smart growth locations that allows for development of housing, specifically 
single family in the case of starter homes, at a density of at least 4 units/acre.  Unlike Compact Neighborhoods, 
however, Starter Home Zoning Districts offer participating municipalities the Zoning Incentive and Density 
Bonus. (The absence of any direct, guaranteed financial incentive for Compact Neighborhoods limited interest 
in the program by communities). The state is currently working on the program details for Starter Home 
component.  
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APPENDIX A 
Results of the Visual Preference 

Survey 

 



No. Image Green Yellow Red Score

1 7 0 0 14

2 7 2 1 14

3 3 1 5 -3

4 0 0 14 -28

DANVERS MAPLE STREET I-1 DISTRICT VISUAL PREFERENCE SURVEY
BUILDING TYPES AND DESIGN



No. Image Green Yellow Red Score
BUILDING TYPES AND DESIGN

5 8 1 0 17

6 8 1 0 17

7 6 0 0 12

8 3 1 3 1

9 3 2 0 8



No. Image Green Yellow Red Score
BUILDING TYPES AND DESIGN

10 4 2 0 10

11 5 3 1 11

12 1 7 -13

13 7 2 3 10

14 7 2 0 16



No. Image Green Yellow Red Score
BUILDING TYPES AND DESIGN

15 3 4 0 10

16 1 2 11 -18

17 8 1 1 15

18 5 4 1 12



No. Image Green Yellow Red Score

1 11 0 0 22

2 6 1 0 13

3 0 0 11 -22

4 2 4 0 8

DANVERS MAPLE STREET I-1 DISTRICT VISUAL PREFERENCE SURVEY
STREETSCAPES AND OPEN SPACE



No. Image Green Yellow Red Score
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